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Thinking versus Doing

One Method One Answer

Application of Suitable Algorithms



70 / 30

80 / 20

ATAR

Critical Thinking
How many apples can you put 
in an empty box?



Real Life?

Life Context

World Context



Underlying skills develop in math 
classroom

taking risks
thinking logically 
solving problems

Last a lifetime 
Solve work-related problems
Solve world problems
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Maths anxiety



Maths Anxiety

Symptoms

Causes



Symptoms of 
anxiety Negative thoughts  Focus on negative 

thoughts

Working memory 
overload

Blanking/choking, 
errors, distraction

Poor performance 
and/or preparation

Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001





High value

Low 
control

Anxiety
What is the 

cause of 
maths anxiety?

Pekrun (2006)
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Where are we?
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NAPLAN numeracy results are improving
Average NAPLAN numeracy score, equivalent year level
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Victoria:   +5 months*
Australia: +7 months***

Victoria:   +5 months
Australia: +5 months

Year 9

Year 7

Note: NAPLAN scores converted to Equivalent Year Level using the methodology described in Measuring student progress (Goss and Sonnemann, 2018)
Sources: ACARA, Grattan analysis
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Australia’s PISA results are not
Average score in PISA mathematics, Australia
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NAPLAN? PISA?

NAPLAN versus PISA
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The spread in numeracy levels is huge
Equivalent year level grouping, numeracy, Australia, 2014

Note: Figure 6 of Widening Gaps (Goss and Sonnemann, 2016)
Sources: ACARA, Grattan analysis
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School (dis)advantage affects progress
Years of progress, numeracy, Victoria

Note: Adapted from Figure 14 of Widening Gaps (Goss and Sonnemann, 2016). Students shown have median Year 3 scores. 
Sources: VCAA, ACARA, Grattan analysis 
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Individual schools have very different impact
Years of progress between Year 7 and Year 9, numeracy

Notes: Size of dot represents number of students in Year 7-9 at school. Each dot represents the average of five cohorts of students from 2010-12 to 2014-16. 
Sources: ACARA, Grattan analysis
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Individual schools have very different impact
Years of progress between Year 7 and Year 9, numeracy

Notes: Size of dot represents number of students in Year 7-9 at school. Each dot represents the average of five cohorts of students from 2010-12 to 2014-16. 
Sources: ACARA, Grattan analysis
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Summary of where we are

NAPLAN is improving, PISA is not

Ongoing challenges:
• The spread of learning
• Impact of disadvantage

Individual schools really matter
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What to do?
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Targeted teaching (~differentiation)

Source: Towards an Adaptive Education System, Goss (2017)

Ability to track student 
progress over time

Assessments linked to 
teaching resources

Common formative 
assessment tasks

Learning progressions 
linked to curriculum

Timetable enables 
regular discussions 
between teachers

Systems to capture & 
spread best practice

Expert support and 
instructional coaches

Culture of continuous 
improvement
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Explicit teaching and inquiry learning
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System learning at multiple levels

Source: Towards an Adaptive Education System, Goss (2017), inspired by The biology of corporate survival (BCG, 2016)

SchoolState
Region/
Diocese/ 
Network

Nation
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Adaptive improvement takes three steps

Source: Towards an Adaptive Education System, Goss (2017)

Inputs
(‘what we did’)

Outcomes
(‘what happened’)

Learning
Process
(‘what next’)
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Better access to expertise and ’tools’

Teacher capability

Access to expert 
teachers

Access to effective 
teaching tools

Student outcomes

Ongoing 
professional 

learning



Towards Maths in Action: Mathematics meets Computational Thinking

A/Prof. Sebastian Sardina RMIT 
University



Maths in Action: Mathematics meets Computer Science

➔ Arithmetics allows us to deal with abstract numbers (“fourteen”) in terms of concrete symbols (14, XIV, or 
1110) that are manipulated according to rules.

➔ Computation allows us to deal with abstract ideas in terms of concrete symbols that are manipulated
according to clear rules and processes.
◆ Algorithms: just a convenient way to represent the rules and processes!

“Algorithms” included in VIC F-10 since 2017 under Math / Number and Algebra. Why...?

Why is Algorithmic Thinking important? 

1. Will permeate everything our students will do, regardless of career.
○ “Australians are not aware of, and not prepared for, the changes that are likely to come ... in the labour 

market” — McKell Institute Nov’19
2. Will promote healthy democracy:  need literate electorate and leaders.

○ It is not magic or for an elite: AI, surveillance, privacy, digital security & currency.

CONSUMERS PRODUCERS

Math teachers and Computer Scientists can (and should!) work together to bring this 
about: Maths in Action!



Why do Computer Science come to Mathematics?

➔ Since 2017, algorithms in VIC F-10 Mathematics curriculum in 2017.
➔ Under strand Number and Algebra (Patterns and algebra). Why us? ;-) 

A convenient way to 
represent such rules 

& symbolic 
manipulation.

arithmetics
Deal with abstract numbers

(“eleven”) in terms of 
concrete symbols (11, XI, or 
1011) that are manipulated

according to rules.

ALGORITHMS

Deal with abstract ideas in 
terms of concrete symbols

that are manipulated
according to rules.

computation



Maths in Action: Mathematics meets Computer Science

➔ Mathematic teaching can support Computer Science teaching:
◆ Maths is the foundation of Computer Science (e.g., logic, set theory)!
◆ Lots of math problems CS can directly leverage on (gcd, fibonacci)

➔ Computer Science teaching can support Mathematic teaching:
◆ CS can help put maths in action! 

● From abstract pencil-and-paper problems to concrete programming problems.
● Math applied in the real world, using an exciting, hands-on approach to create something “cool” and 

concrete.
◆ Builds essential attitudes: confidence + tenacity + curiosity + engagment.



Algorithms are everywhere….

Healthy democracy in the 
digital age needs digitally 
literate electorate and 
leaders:

● Artificial Intelligence
● Surveillance
● Privacy
● Digital Security
● Digital Currency

Informed & Critical 
Citizens

Will permeate everything our 
students will do, regardless of 
career:

● Healthcare
● Arts & Music
● Manufacturing
● Legal
● Biology
● Education

Impact Everywhere

“Fundamental skill for everyone: to reading, writing,  and 
arithmetic, we should add computational thinking to every 

child’s 
analytical ability” — J. Wing 37

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical Citizens: Algorithms, code, AI: IT IS NOT MAGIC ONLY FOR SOME EXPERTS!!!



move beyond the mere consumption of technology….

CONSUMER / USER PRODUCER / CREATOR

“Australians are not aware of, and not prepared for, the 
changes that are likely to come ... in the labour market” 

—
McKell Institute Report - Nov’19



Breaking down 
complex problems, 

preventing from 
becoming 

overwhelmed.

Stripping away 
unnecessary 

details to see core 
features.

Joining Forces: Math in Action!

Decomposition
Abstraction

Generalization

Algo. as a robust, clear, and precise framework to develop general problem-solving skills:

Robust reasoning:

● systematic
● unambiguous
● grounded

Logical 
reasoning

Finding:

● similarities
● differences
● trends
● repetitions

Pattern 
recognition

Builds and support: confidence, tenacity, communication skills, curiosity, intentional attitude, growth mindset.

Essential Attitudes

39

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Confidence needed to tackle ambiguous problemsTenacity to persist through challenges requiring iteration and experimentationStrong communication skills to facilitate collaboration and presentationCuriosity across all disciplines that leads them to ask and answer big, scary questionsGrowth mindset that leads to lifelong learning
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How might we leverage the 
Superpowers program in a 
way that might help 
thousands of students 
understand how energy 
usage metering and billing 
works?



We created:
• 6 household profiles
• Each different

We contributed:
• Sourced data from family 

and friends



Mathematica :
• Ingested large dataset *
• Presented it in a visual 

manner *

Students:
• Appreciate the richness
• Generated talking points

* Solution developed with Gary Bass



Teachers to students:
• What is happening?
• What might happen?
• What might be done 

differently?
• What can households do?
• What do you think?



Our Programs:
• Real-world problems & 

solutions
• Help students empathise

with their parents and 
others

• Impact on the 
community economically
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